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Motivation for the workshop
EPSRC held a one day workshop on 18 February 2015 in relation to its Photonics for Future Systems
cross-ICT priority, one of five which were identified in the current Delivery Plan (2011-2016). This
priority highlights opportunities for ICT researchers including, but not limited to those in the areas of
photonics, electronics, communications, computer science and user-interface technologies to work
together.
Following on from a series of discussions in 2009 and 2010, including the Photonic Materials and
Devices Theme Day, Communications Theme Day, Electronic Materials and Devices Theme Day, it
was clear that a systems approach to ICT was not well represented in the UK academic research
community in a way that maximised benefit for the UK. Further discussions at the Photonics Systems
Workshop and ICT Research - The Next Decade Workshop aimed to bring together the ICT
community to discuss and identify a common vision for photonic systems research and explore
opportunities for crossing the boundaries between photonics and other ICT disciplines.
Over recent years, the range of available advanced materials and device fabrication technologies has
grown and diversified, which has led to new opportunities and challenges in the area of systems
research. As the separate technologies contributing to advanced systems continue to evolve, a
convergence is being driven within the field of ICT which requires greater connectivity between
researchers in photonics and beyond. The ICT Theme invited the ICT research community to build on
the vision laid out in the previous workshops and identify new challenges and opportunities in this
area, as well as encouraging the formation of new connections and collaborative working
partnerships that may begin to address these challenges.
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Objectives and Summary
A number of outcomes arose from the workshop that specifically aligned with the objectives for the
event. These outputs, as perceived by EPSRC, are described below:
•

Increase awareness and understanding of the Photonics for Future Systems priority beyond
the photonics community, particularly amongst early career researchers.
–

•

•

Applications for the workshop were received from applicants with diverse
backgrounds, primarily from academic researchers with either ICT or Engineering
backgrounds.

Bring together researchers from across the ICT community, who are able to contribute to
the next generation of photonic ICT systems, to consider the future challenges and
opportunities in this area.
–

As described above, delegates with diverse backgrounds attended the workshop.

–

Delegates reached a shared understanding of the term ‘system’ and its different
meanings in the various research communities

–

Delegates explored the benefits and barriers of researchers undertaking a systems
approach to their work.

–

Delegates identified and explored areas within a number of pre-selected and
challenges where a systems approach could add value.

Expand on previously identified research challenges and identify new ones in which a
systems approach is needed, to generate output to inform EPSRC’s future plans concerning
its photonic systems strategy.
–

Five broad challenge areas were identified prior to the workshop for delegates to
consider, with an opportunity to highlight others. These research challenges had
previously been identified by the EPSRC ICT Theme as potential key strategic areas for
the Theme in the next Delivery Plan. These have since evolved through discussion with
the ICT research community and the ICT Theme’s Strategic Advisory Team. At the time of
the workshop, these areas included Intelligent Systems, Robotics and Autonomous
Systems, Big Data Analytics, Internet of Things and Quantum Technologies. A total of 70
areas were identified as priorities for the future, which can be found in the workshop
outputs section of the report.

The outputs from this workshop have contributed to EPSRC’s strategies regarding photonics,
including thinking towards developing the next Delivery Plan for April 2016 onwards. In addition, the
outputs of this workshop and summary within this report will be amongst the evidence considered
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in the plan to refresh Research Area rationales in 2016, as part of EPSRC’s Balancing Capability
strategy.

Delegate selection
An open call was issued on the EPSRC website inviting expressions of interest to attend the
workshop. Applicants were asked to include a brief biography, a summary of their expertise and how
they hoped to contribute to the workshop. Almost 50 applications were received and following a
selection process by members of the ICT Theme, 44 were chosen to ensure a balanced group across
institutions, expertise and career stage. A full list of delegates is given in Appendix 1 of this report.

Agenda
1000

Arrival and registration

1030

Welcome and Introduction
Liam Blackwell, EPSRC ICT Theme Lead
Setting the scene: Invited Speakers
“Future Networks – the world is converging”
Andrew Lord, BT
“Future Systems in ICT Workshop: A perspective from photonics”
Martin Dawson, University of Strathclyde
“Working Across System Layers for Future Many-core Embedded systems”
Michael Butler, University of Southampton

1145

Break

1200

Reach a shared understanding of a ‘system’

1230

Identify and explore the benefits and barriers to a systems approach in research

1300

Lunch

1345

Identify and explore areas where a systems approach can add value to challenges in
the ICT domain and beyond

1500

Break

1515

Identify and explore areas where a systems approach can add value to challenges in
the ICT domain and beyond (continued)

1655

Wrap-up and close

1700

Close
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Workshop Outputs
The following three sections (a-c) provide a summary of the workshop outputs from the three
workshop sessions, including:
a) Reaching a shared understanding of a ‘system’
b) Identifying and exploring the benefits and barriers to a systems approach in research
c) Identifying and exploring areas where a systems approach can add value to challenges in the
ICT domain and beyond
a) The full outputs of these sessions are available in Annex 1.Reach a shared
understanding of a ‘system’
The objective of this session was to bring attendees to a shared understanding of the word ‘system’
and its different meanings in the various research communities as a starting point for the later
discussions. This session was derived from numerous discussions with the photonics research
community, many of whom felt that one difficulty in addressing the ‘Photonics for future systems’
cross-ICT priority was the differing definitions of the word ‘system’, not just within photonics, but
across ICT. To ensure an assortment of perspectives, delegates were purposefully split into five
groups which consisted of a mix of expertise.
The resulting discussions were approached by participants in both technical and broader terms e.g.
one participant identified a system as an integrated photonic device, whereas another identified it
as “a number of components that that perform a coherent function”. A number of technical
descriptions were posed, including one that contained aspects of both hardware and software. Most
groups agreed that a system should be more than the sum of its parts, and deliver a tangible
outcome to the end user. The outcome of this session was not expected to be an over-arching
definition of a term, but in the mutual understanding of what it might mean to different people, in
order to aid future interactions across technical boundaries.
b) Identify and explore the benefits and barriers to a systems approach in research
The objective of this session was to identify and explore the benefits and barriers of researchers
undertaking a systems approach to their work. Delegates remained in the same five groups as per
the previous session to ensure a mix of expertise.
The groups identified a diverse range of benefits to a systems approach in research, with a number
being identified consistently, including increased impact & exploitation, improved scalability, full
system optimisation, informed design and enhanced collaboration. As one delegate highlighted,
researchers do not need to be working across a system, but they should have an awareness of it.
This would encourage informed design to help future-proof developments and better ensure a
useful result. Going beyond awareness to the benefits of working in this way, attendees identified
that working in collaboration with other disciplines would ensure devices and abstractions are
appropriate for the overall system in which they will be embedded. Cross-fertilisation is expected to
provide more opportunities for researchers to enhance the impact of their work, and allow them to
respond to challenges that a single research community could not do effectively on its own.
5

As well as identifying a number of benefits, the groups also explored the barriers to a systems
approach to research. Three points were raised relatively frequently, including the difference in
‘language’ between disciplines, the tension between differing priorities & motives, and the need for
multi-disciplinarity (the latter was also highlighted as a benefit). Delegates pointed out that many
researchers lack knowledge of the issues in other areas of the system, which in itself is a significant
barrier to collaboration, and even once joint systems challenges have been identified, they need to
be of interest to all involved. It became increasingly clear throughout the session that there is
expertise in the UK is many of the individual areas, but that it is the interface that presents the
greatest challenge.
c) Identify and explore areas where a systems approach can add value to challenges
in the ICT domain and beyond.
The objective of this session was to identify and explore areas where a systems approach, with
photonics at its core, could add value to future research challenges within ICT and across themes. A
number of challenge areas were identified by the ICT Theme and explored at the workshop,
including Intelligent Systems, Robotics and Autonomous Systems, Big Data Analytics, Quantum
Technologies and the Internet of Things (IoT). There was also additional time available for groups to
consider other challenges. Delegates were initially moved into new groups which retained a mix of
expertise, and then asked to individually prioritise those challenges that they felt to be the most
important, and why. Those areas that were prioritised under each challenge have been highlighted
in sections (i) to (vi) below, with an indication of the number of attendees they were prioritised by,
and the rationale behind it. The full list of outputs is available in Annex 1.
i.

Intelligent Systems

A total of 54 areas were identified in Intelligent Systems. Of these, 8 were prioritised by the
workshop attendees and can be found in the table below. An emphasis was clearly made on the
benefits of a systems approach to challenges in interfacing with or replicating neural processes. This
can be separated into devices that can be implanted into the brain (e.g. neural implants), to optics
for neural processing and the construction of networks and architectures.
Area
Analogue and non-linear optical /neural processing (rationale: Use optical
processing to do things differently to silicon (digital) electronics. Builds on existing
design base)
Photonic brain (optical neural networks) (rationale: for reverse engineering
natural brain architecture)
Neural implants → BMI (rationale: human brain)
Asynchronous event driven comms (rationale: asynchronous vital for new forms of
autonomous systems)
Transport optical network
Self-protect, self-repair systems (rationale: Without self-repair the system
component could fail loss of trust)
Optical interfacing into global associative store from HPC compute (partial vector
matching). Different models of computing that exploit optics advantages
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Prioritisation
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

broadcast, parallel power levels etc. (rationale: Optics can break the precise nature
of electronic and give IS new ways to represent and manipulate data)
Approaches to resilience e.g. 1. failure of components and 2. attacks on intelligent
systems (rationale: crucial systems need nice also provide opportunities for high
impact and commercialisation)

1

ii. Robotics and Autonomous Systems
A total of 78 areas were identified in Robotics and Autonomous Systems. Of these, 14 were
prioritised by the workshop attendees and can be found in the table below. The responses received
identified a broad range of areas where a systems approach could add value, including the need for
systems to be able to interact effectively (through sensing & communications) in an energy efficient,
reliable, resilient and trustworthy way.
Area
Trust ability (rationale: Trust and reliability are key to public acceptance, Important
for public acceptance)
Sensors including photonics (rationale: sensors are key enabler for a number of
systems. Sensors @ robotics and autonomous meeting. Photonics can deliver noninvasive, high speed multi-modal sensors)
Advanced manufacturing and production
UK-wide testbeds. Access to test networks (rationale: Test and validate work)
Imaging and sensing modalities/multi spectral LIDAR (rationale: Mid-IR sensors
→UK lead including manufacturing)
Optics and wireless needed (rationale: Need for wireless and optics to give wide
geographic coverage and high bandwidth. Also – flexibility/overall control and
ability to control and ability to support multiple applications and users/systems)
Wireless connectivity
Energy optimisation → photonic comms
Real time Interaction (rationale: delay is a major challenge in autonomous systems)
3D scene capture (rationale: 3D for visualisation/navigation)
Power supply (solar) (rationale: Photovoltaics conformable)
Interaction with the environment & communication between autonomous systems
needs to be robust (rationale: wireless connectivity)
Flexible, secure communication (rationale:
Safety critical aspects (rationale: Trust ability, safety and resilience and all critical
have key systems aspects)

Prioritisation
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

iii. Big Data Analytics
A total of 103 areas were identified in Big Data Analytics. Of these, 18 were prioritised by the
workshop attendees and can be found in the table below. This area received by far the most
responses, but was also at times limited in the identification of an overall systems approach beyond
photonics. The responses received focussed particularly on the need to address bandwidth
challenges at different scales, ranging from chip to chip interconnects to data centre networks. Many
of these challenges are related to the need for flexible bandwidths that are efficient in terms of
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energy consumption and the usefulness of data, can support large volumes of data and can provide
fast access.
Area
Prioritisation
Warehouse computing needs resilient photonic network (rationale: Key to keeping
2
energy consumption under control. Because nothing else works without it)
Movement of data both within a data centre and to remote locations (rationale:
Photonics is key to supporting this in providing necessary bandwidth flexibility.
2
Innovation needed to address fundamental blockages to energy, cost and capacity
scaling of data transfer over different length scales in sight)
Optical interconnect (rationale: Technology applicable to a whole host of
2
applications)
Optical interconnect: rack to rack, board to board, chip to chip (rationale: Critical to
2
build big systems at possible cost. ICT won’t scale without optical interconnects)
At all scales up → increasing bandwidth (rationale: as above)
1
Network control – SDN (rationale: Link physical networks to abstracted level
1
control and services)
Flat networks for data centres (has to be photonic)
1
Sufficient statistics only transport data that’s useful
1
Fast access to massive amounts of data (rationale: Access to data – major inhibitor
1
for future systems)
Photonics switching to increase efficiency and re-configurability (rationale: Bridging
1
across electronics removes power/bandwidth advantage)
Photonic “brain” processing (rationale: The creation of Brainiac!)
1
Optical storage (rationale: “Unlimited” data storage lasting “for ever”)
1
Power consumption: distance vs. speed, low-cost/high volume integration
1
(rationale: Low cost. Scalable and low power. Integration of optics and electronics)
Massive I/0 input/output (rationale: Break bottleneck of chip-to-chip IO)
1
Multi core interconnect
1
Cost performance metrics (rationale: Photonics to meet data centre requirements)
1
Massive processing interconnects (rationale: Reduce data volume at source)
1
Making big data available to compute in low power security and reliably. Need to
1
fix I/O abstraction costs.
iv. Quantum Technologies
The Quantum Technologies program was launched by EPSRC in 2014. This area was included to
provide the traditional ICT community and the Quantum Technologies community with an
opportunity to identify mutual opportunities where a systems approach would be of greatest
benefit. A total of 71 areas were identified in Quantum Technologies. Of these, 9 were prioritised by
the workshop attendees and can be found in the table below. These include opportunities in
quantum metrology, computing, sensing, imaging and communications.
Area
Silicon photonics (rationale: Impacts many applications, systems approach to
quantum computing. Only way to scalability)
Quantum imaging and sensing (rationale: Quantum metrology optical systems for
bridging quantum-macroscopic metrology gap)
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Prioritisation
2
2

Quantum metrology/standards (rationale: Very important for metrology. Subdifference limit)
All – optical switching of entangled photons (magnetoplasmonics)
Cold atom systems (DFB lasers, modulators and SOA for integrated systems
Quantum communication (at distance) (rationale: Need to engineer Quantum
Tech. into both computing and comms. Engineers & physicists to engage)
Single – photon detection and generation (rationale: building blocks)
Single electron detection
Time and frequency metrology systems with optical clocks (rationale: Time/freq
standards are a key tech in many quantum/classical applications)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

v. Internet of Things
A total of 71 areas were identified in the Internet of Things. Of these, 10 were prioritised by the
workshop attendees and can be found in the table below. Clear opportunities were identified with
links to big data, with particular focus on new network designs and protocols, communications, and
sensing.
Area
Use a systems approach. New network design! But what part? (rationale: Without
photonics there is (will be) no IoT. Photonics needed to provide the dynamics of an
interconnect.
Time to scrap TCP-IP? (rationale: Research should be able to ask the big long term
questions – what comes beyond IP? Photonics is low power and high BW and
solves all the IP bit there ok issues and gives total transparency. Opportunity for
new systems; better energy efficiency)
Connectivity, scale, distributed, link to big data (rationale: Manufacturing
connectivity)
Directional comms coverage (rationale: sensors, communications)
Provide capacity to the cloud linking IOT (rationale: large data volume, mission
critical)
How manage lots of small amounts of data (rationale: Managing capacity for
different data volume requirements)
Short haul Gb/s low power wireless connectivity
Very low power wireless devices (rationale: needs to be very low power and low
cost)
Photovoltaics (energy harvesting) (rationale: energy harvesting of general
importance/local generation of power for grid)
Sensors (rationale: new/conventional capability)

Prioritisation
2

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

vi. Other Challenges
A total of 75 additional areas were identified, of which 11 were prioritised by the workshop
attendees and can be found in the table below. The most highly prioritised area was the integration
of photonic and electronics, identified as being an essential enabler for the design and manufacture
of future systems. The potential impact on societal challenges such as healthcare (particularly in
diagnostics) was highlighted, as was the modelling and management of the future internet, including
network management, service integration and communications.
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Area
Integrated photonics and electronics (rationale: integrated photonics key
technology for design and manufacture in UK. Massive reductions in
manufacturing cost. A new industry for the UK. UK competitiveness will be
underpinned by this. Essential for future systems. Key enabler interfacing
photonics electronics. Essential to exploit potential at optical comms. New
manufacturing techniques for low cost and scalable photonics)
Personalised healthcare (rationale: Critical to develop user led diagnostics. Strong
UK area including industry → also reduce healthcare costs essential for NHS)
Behavioural systems: growth, mood, behaviour, productivity
Low “density” (high value) manufacturing opportunities (rationale: High value
smart manufacturing)
Digital Britain: network management, service integration and photonic
communications (rationale: Underpins everything. Continuous data flow.
Possibility of creation of “information” field. Connection of distributed systems
without fibres and wires
THz for communication and connection of distributed system (rationale: high
bandwidth and secure THz comms)
Healthcare tech. from lab to clinic (rationale: non-invasive diagnostic. Photonics
can deliver non-invasive diagnostics which are lowest cost and higher performing
Integrated photonic systems fabrication – systems/standards/vs. prototyping
freedom. Constraints on available fabrication will impact system specifications
Ensuring “power” utility companies are deeply involved to understand their
capacity limits (Power distribution networks design, build, deploy and capacity
plan). (rationale: without engagement of UK power dist. Companies we may not be
able to test and deliver at scale to have proper impact)
High speed imaging for inspection
Modelling the roles of humans in future internet (including IOT and utilities) design
and operations (rationale: There is a tremendous need for this integrity of future
systems depends on us sorting this fundamental challenge)
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Prioritisation

8

2
2
2

2
2
2
1
1

1
1
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Annex 1: Workshop Outputs
The workshop began with a series of three introductory talks from members of the academic and
user communities represented at the workshop, before moving into the facilitated sessions
described below.
a) Reach a shared understanding of a ‘system’
The objective of this session was to bring attendees to a shared understanding of the word ‘system’
and its different meanings in the various research communities as a starting point for the later
discussions. Delegates were split into five groups which consisted of a mix of expertise. The outputs
of this session are below.

• Need to know what the outcome is
• A system is something that is more than the sum of its parts
• Approaching from different directions:
Top-down
(Research driven by) Bottom-up
• Synonym for “thing”
• A collection of components or functions
which together deliver a higher goal
• Something that can be given to a user to
provide a functional service of value
• The “system” is the “customer” for the
optical components we deliver and develop
• A system is defined by its input – output
→ the link between the → physics and
relation
engineering and the user
• A fully – boxed setup that delivers a tangible
• A system:
outcome to an end-user
- Sum of individual “things” that are
bought together into a “system” to
solve a specific problem/application
- Connected through interfaces
- “Things” all provide a abstraction of a
service
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Components put together to do something useful
A system is something that uses multiple different functions and integrates them to achieve an
overall, positive objective
I+I = II => system
Combination of fundamental laser devices and optics to fulfil a specific function e.g. laserscanning microscope
Integrated software/electronics and hardware solution delivering a specific applications
capability:
• Comms.
• Metrology
• Sensing
• Control
• Manufacturing
System: Combination (integration) of individual components – the combination providing
additional functionality
A complete entity delivering an identifiable benefit to an end user – i.e. something someone is
willing to pay for because it solves a problem e.g. a car provides transport, an engine doesn’t
Generally collection of “components” which when appropriately connected carry out a function
e.g. integrated photonic system laser, detection, control plane etc.
Transmitter
Receiver
Rx
LINK
Tx

Information being transmitted from Tx to Rx
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•
•

Individual blocks working together providing higher functionality than the individual blocks
Photonics:
1

Source – Detector – process
Feedback

•

•
•
•
•

What it’s NOT:
• Must have combination of elements
• Each component must do something
A system is a set of constituent parts that work together to achieve a common purpose
A system has structure, scale and various properties
It can be represented by layers and abstractions
Inputs
Outputs System
Control
→
→

Control

→
→

Source (power)
 Information
Detection
Analysis
Consumption
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coherent collection of “devices whose combined working is a specific output that is of relevance
to a large variety of end users
Multiple parts
Each part may be considered a system
Top down and bottom up
Components which work together to do something
Applications
O.S.
Network
Photonics
Processors
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Memory

•
•
•
•
•

Functionally useful
>> 1 things
Working in coordination
Interconnected
Inputs
system

outputs

A system is a combination of elements (devices, sub-systems, software)
that produces output(s) based upon input(s)
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•

A set of autonomous components that interact in real – time in order to achieve independent
and global (group) objectives
• The route between the end-to-end
• Inclusive of each sub-system or sub-component
• The system would have a model composed of many variables
• System: a combination of two or more parts which perform a defined function
• In comms: the function is from one point in OSI stack to the same point
• A “system” is formed by smaller elements that are interconnected and whose behaviour cannot
be explained by the behaviour of a single element if disconnected from the system
• All the component, software, control, input and output all integrated to allow the delivery of a
specific function
• Maintaining focus – can’t do it all
• Entrenched silos – comes from successful stack approach
• Individuals can’t know everything
• Course design
• An abstraction that captures sufficient behavioural characteristics that allows us to reason about
the desired properties (performance functionality, reliability, energy, …)
• System: collection of components to realise a function (components: – hardware, software etc.)
System: has to solve problems or address an opportunity
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•
•

Systems are all about the bigger picture
Photonic system:
Several switches → system
↑
Line card/PCB and modules → sub-system
↑
Module /TxRx
↑
Package /OSA/CoC
↑
PIC/OEIC/Chip
• Entity with multiple elements performing a task (e.g. O.C.)
• Not simply an integration of devices
• Infrastructure that communicates information from source to destination! The hardware,
software and communication infrastructure that allows the above process to be effective
• What is a system:
1. More than a device and less than a network
2. A number of components that perform a coherent function
3. A system has input, output and a function to be performed and fits in a larger context
• System
- Interconnected things/devices (laser – control hardware – data steam etc.)
- Integrated photonic device (PIC) (could be a sub system)
• System
- A configuration of components used in a pre-determined manner (or protocol) to establish a
physical objective
• System
Integration of entities (i.e. subsystems) each with a defined purpose which collectively addresses an
over-arching purpose/need. In wireless comms has information sent and information received with
all major influences counted for
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b) Identify and explore the benefits and barriers to a systems approach in research
The objective of this session was to identify and explore the benefits and barriers of researchers
undertaking a systems approach to their work. Delegates remained in the same five groups as per
the previous session to ensure a mix of expertise. The outputs of this session are below.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Benefits
Better links to impact positive
Clearer motivations for the work
Better informed choices
Legacy, sustainability
Whole life cycle costs
New challenges and ideas
Informed design from outset. Future-proof
your development more useful
Increase multi-disciplinary
Ensures usefulness
Must confirm input and output abstractions
are appropriate in the bigger system

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Barriers
Interdisciplinary research reviewers
Language barriers e.g. Bio
Language – we do not speak the same
language
Challenges – all participants need challenges
Systems R&D requires many strengths for a
“holistic” quality, activity →UK does not
have R&D strengths in all areas
Tension between discipline priorities and
cross-discipline drivers
Risks of multi- components.
Only programme grants?
Peer-review issues
Systems evolve too!
More people to talk to
Harder to reason about
May prevent blue sky
Subsystem are independent with different
communities
Interfaces are required for big teams to work
together and co-systems approach must
start with our predefined interface and
abstraction between subsytems

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Innovation
Means to deliver applications vision
Level of abstraction (make programme
manageable)
Enables solution to challenging issues or
problems
Scalability
Different perspectives  fruitful
Avoids incestuous cul-de-sacs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Barriers
Need the right people with the right
motivations working together
Communicating the value of effort expended
on solving issues that are invisible
(interfaces) between components
Different disciplines: different “languages”
(syntax) and ways of working
Balance between manufacture of
components and research into new
components
Can be unwillingness to compromise to
engage in systems delivery
One key component or sub system might not
be available
Irreducible complexity
Peer review – more favourable to
fundamentals
Impression of shallowness especially among
peers
Fighting over limited resources/protecting
one’s own area
Component compatibility
Different levels of systems – not working at
the same “level”
Hard to measure individual contributions
Fundamental science can seem more sexy
than systems

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Benefits
In ICT create useful things
Facilities knowledge transfer to industry
Sum is much greater than components
Awareness of system is important – don’t
need to be working across system
Systems approach requires collaboration →
leads to systems thinking (loop)
Increases impact
Testing and validating components within a
system →discover new challenges →
inspire
Systems vision from academics
Have to work internationally

Barriers
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Complexity
Scale
Different understanding of technical
language
Constraints development of devices and
components  leads to short term – ism
Who defines the pull?
- government?
- industry?
 leads to short term – ism
Challenge: UK doesn’t have global – scale ICT
hardware industry e.g. Huawei
Systems approach could lead to constraints
for components
Modelling of people
“TSB straight jacket” too specific → scale of
competitions is too small
Cost of higher level systems → need to
collaborate with industry
Bridge between top down and bottom up
approach
Have to work internationally

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Benefits
Understanding how to interface components
or systems
Easier to optimise individual components or
sub systems to produce best performance of
function
Optimisation through the stack – not just a
bit and across components.
o Can focus on function
o Can give specifics to each person in
team
o Cross fertilisation bigger impact
easier commercialisation
Provides focus for required sub-function:
more efficient R&D
Avoids duplication of sub-function
Eases exploitation
Demonstrates useful function
Predicting and controlling the behaviour of
the whole “system” by doing
partial/observations of it and by altering the
individual dynamics or connections of a
much reduced number of sub-elements
More opportunities for optimisation – cross
fertilisation
More opportunities for design and
verification productivity
Necessary for building resilient, trustworthy
systems
Benefits of “pooling” experience
Higher impact maybe?
Able to cope with scale …. Ever increasing
data volumes from IOT sensors in access
networks → date (entries optical)
Focus on real problems
Identify opportunities from cross overs of
disciplines
Complete solution (overall optimisation)
Vendor devices and network elements that
do not expose underlying system
performance attributes in shareable formats
in real - time

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Barriers
Component interaction pathways – comms.
Channels
Contention – interference
Bottlenecks in signalling between
components
High level layer views that are unreal or nonreal time
Not having definition sufficiently broad
(systems benefits missed) i.e. inappropriate
abstraction
Lack of knowledge in all areas
Lack of commonality
Politics – different agendas/priorities in
different communities
Research on this becomes more complex, in
the sense that must be inter – intra
disciplinary
Successful prior demarcation
Language due to the above
Different interpretation of concepts
Different/incorrect assumptions about
environment systems
No common language multiple uses of terms
Knowledge silo’s
Don’t “boil the ocean”
Vendor devices and network elements that
do not expose underlying system
performance attributes in shareable formats
in real - time

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Benefits
More than the sum of the parts
Broad/wide picture
Scale
Cost/performance metrics
(size/weight/power)
Big picture provides solutions drives
innovation fun
Enhanced performance/quality
Better user engagement
Innovative solutions
Larger goals can be addressed
End to end solution not moving problem
elsewhere
Brings together diverse skills which should
enhance innovation
Achieves more as added value increases –
bigger potential breakthroughs
Opportunity to think beyond discipline/topic
constraints → consider factors which may
not otherwise be considered
Really understand needs at different levels
Works better!
Ambitious goals
Fault tolerance

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Barriers
Details of components and associated
performance
Scale
Limited impact
Limited cos/performance metrics
Large scale may require high levels of
funding
Standards! (and fixed ideas) e.g. coremetro-access
May understand a small part (device) but
not bigger picture. Challenge may be at the
interface, we know how to make each
device
Usable interfaces to allow interaction
Appreciate bigger picture
Culture!
Funding more money
Revolution not evolution!
Coping with legacy
Risk – subsystems design independently
causing lock-out
Systems knowledge is always incomplete
Bandwidth (human) →hard to extract
oneself from immediate priority etc.
Lack of knowledge of issues in other areas
of system
Depth vs. breadth → how do you fund
effectively to enable useful outback (EU
model?)
Multi – disciplinarily → do you have
educated engineers?
Time to fully integrate technologies

c) Identify and explore areas where a systems approach can add value to challenges
in the ICT domain and beyond.
i.

Intelligent Systems

Photonic brain (optical neural networks) (rationale: for reverse engineering natural brain
architecture)
Neural implants → BMI (rationale: human brain)
Data classification, decision making
Sensors
More cores = better interconnect
Neuromorphic computing
Multi-casting architecture (optical splitter networks)
Massive scale virtual networking
How is this different from smart cities?
City scale A.I. operating systems
Multicasting architectures (using photonics)

Resurgence in software based neural networks speech and image. Can you develop
hardware e.g. optical interconnects etc.
Distance need not be a problem
Asynchronous event driven comms (rationale: asynchronous vital for new forms of
autonomous systems)
New forms of architecture
Transport optical network
Predicting failure and adapt
3D interconnect meshes using light
Reconfigurable high bandwidth inter connects (tunable brain)
Bio/neuro studies
Efficient use/control of resources
Predicting network traffic to set up optical circuits (rationale: Builds intelligence into whole
network of photonics is programmable
“Fast learning” to improve resource use
Awareness and learning
Programmable photonic components
SDN with adaptive control/learning
Self-protect, self-repair systems (rationale: Without self-repair the system component could
fail loss of trust)
IoT nodes and networks
Plasmonic antennas in molecular drug capsules in cells → use light to release drug dose
Optical spine for Robocop
High performance computing
Embedded systems and electronics
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M2M (closed IoT)
Optoelectronic analogues of neural nets
Process control systems
Edge node sentiment analytics over global optical nets
Cognitive → optical computing
Photonic systems - Ease of parallelisation
Analogue and non-linear optical /neural processing (rationale: Use optical processing to do
things differently to silicon (digital) electronics. Builds on existing design base)

2

Optogenetic mapping of brains to design intelligent system
Reconfigurable/learning optical system
Medical monitoring for health
Homeomorphic encryption
Imprecise calculations
Optical neuro-plasticity
Optical interfacing into global associative store from HPC compute (partial vector matching).
Different models of computing that exploit optics advantages broadcast, parallel power
levels etc. (rationale: Optics can break the precise nature of electronic and give IS new ways
to represent and manipulate data)

1

Exploiting optical fan out for parallel computing approaches
Interfacing with sensors
Self-assembly and intelligent manufacturing
Intelligence in non-electronic systems (nano-mechanical logic)
Policies for interacting with intelligent systems and between systems
High-speed feedback loop
Adaptive photonic sensors
Approaches to resilience e.g. 1. failure of components and 2. attacks on intelligent systems
(rationale: crucial systems need nice also provide opportunities for high impact and
commercialisation)
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ii. Robotics and Autonomous Systems
Vision and imaging
Optical sensors
Many – to – many communications in compact space
Low latency communications
Remote power
Wireless control
Smart supply chain
UAVS and ad-hoc networks
Air traffic control for UAV → low latency communications
Advanced manufacturing and production
Laser (high power)
Low power and low life
All loT applications
UK-wide testbeds. Access to test networks (rationale: Test and validate work)
Regulatory limits
Autonomous – not just independent action, but also co-ordinated over network
Ensuring trust from learning
Energy harvesting
Distributed versus central control
Safety/fail safe technology
Virtual reality
Demonstrators:- medical imaging, digital health instrumentation, CCTV
Defence against malicious autonomous systems
Technology for harsh environments
Imaging and sensing modalities/multi spectral LIDAR (rationale: Mid-IR sensors →UK lead
including manufacturing)
Gas sensing → autonomous sensors → smart buildings
Better mid-IR technology → cheaper →cheaper sensors →cheaper autonomous sensors
Speed of response a key issue
Wireless/photonics backhaul
Optics and wireless needed (rationale: Need for wireless and optics to give wide geographic
coverage and high bandwidth. Also – flexibility/overall control and ability to control and
ability to support multiple applications and users/systems)
Solar power for energy harvesting
Wireless connectivity
3D imaging
3D printing
Mosquito death ray!
Location
25
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Computing
Sensors
New sensors e.g. proximity
Optical sensors (touch – strain distributed sensing)
Energy optimisation → photonic comms
Internet network can be seen as an autonomous system – depends on photonics
Processor/CPU controller – how to make it autonomous
Clock synchronization
Electronic – photonic computing convergence
Decentralized comm to intelligent behaviour of RAS
Autonomous vehicle – user experience
Flexible/conformable systems
Silicon photonic interconnects/stretchable interconnects
Soft robotics additive tech
Space exploration: £100m underneath comm for control maintenance, monitoring

Real time Interaction (rationale: delay is a major challenge in autonomous systems)
Photonic for information broadcasting across processing and memory
Processing power and power consumption issues
Sensing in autonomous systems
Self-learning  Sensors etc.
Chemical Biological Radiology Nuclear sensing
Low power sensing and detecting
3D scene capture (rationale: 3D for visualisation/navigation)
Non-optical 3D scene capture (NDT)
Power supply (solar) (rationale: Photovoltaics conformable)
Harsh environment operation
Lethal environments (nuclear)
Photonic eyeball Bio–photonics
Regulation versus commercial
Nano bots/Nanites
Separation of “intelligent” autonomy from platform
Line of sight communications
Optical neurons for processing, a fly has 100 neurons and can fly
Sensors including photonics (rationale: sensors are key enabler for a number of systems.
Sensors @ robotics and autonomous meeting. Photonics can deliver non-invasive, high
speed multi-modal sensors)
High-speed feedback loops
Interaction with the environment & communication between autonomous systems needs to
be robust (rationale: wireless connectivity)
Flexible, secure communication (rationale:
Dynamic data processing
Safety critical aspects (rationale: Trust ability, safety and resilience and all critical have key
26
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systems aspects)
Trust ability (rationale: Trust and reliability are key to public acceptance, Important for
public acceptance)
Systems approach to what can be done, what should be done, when should be done
Robots use IoT, generate big data generic systems
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iii. Big Data Analytics
Faster data replication and migration protocol
Network control – SDN (rationale: Link physical networks to abstracted level control and
services)
Data delivery
Sharing infrastructure
Data transfer in data centres between DCS
IoT network and data management
Flat networks for data centres (has to be photonic)
Managing large volumes of data (keep/delete)
Real demonstrators
Network bandwidth
Storage
Optimisation at location of data storage: energy use vs. access
Optical storage
Power aware data centres
Sufficient statistics only transport data that’s useful
Duplicating computation to avoid communication
Store right data in right place – communicate only when required
Embed systems approach into A-level curriculum
Optimising local vs. centralised data processing/storage
Reconfigurable computer architectures
“Number crunching” high band width interconnect within data centres
Photonic networks element integrated with processors
Performance enhanced processors
Optical processing
Quantum processing
Ownership: Data source challenges – merging data sets from different sources
Ethics – data aggregation can invade privacy
Security, privacy, identity, consent
Data presentation and display
Oil and gas security requirements require private networks at present
Reduced power consumption in processing
Network energy optimisation
Cost reduction in processing per bit
Extraction – logic and meaning from large multi-facet data streams (fast mining)
Structured vs. unstructured data
Simulation and models
Having more systems engineering taught in schools
Confidence estimate in results/predictions (sampling constraints noise etc.)
Optical interconnect: rack to rack, board to board, chip to chip (rationale: Critical to build big
systems at possible cost. ICT won’t scale without optical interconnects)
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At all scales up → increasing band width (rationale: as above?)
Photonic integration to enable required cost reduction
How to manage this in a system or multiple systems
Revisit optical computing?
Fast access to massive amounts of data (rationale: Access to data – major inhibitor for future
systems)
Energy efficiency created by transparency
Photonics switching to increase efficiency and re-configurability (rationale: Bridging across
electronics removes power/bandwidth advantage)
Cost
Use optics to compare specific functions where significant more efficient than digital

1

Photonic “brain” processing (rationale: The creation of Brainiac!)
CMOS monolithic chip with embedded optics
Optical storage (rationale: “Unlimited” data storage lasting “for ever”)
Optical interconnect (rationale: Technology applicable to a whole host of applications)
Power consumption: distance vs. speed, low-cost/high volume integration (rationale: Low
cost. Scalable and low power. Integration of optics and electronics)
Massive I/0 input/output (rationale: Break bottleneck of chip-to-chip IO)
Multi core interconnect
Delay line for trading
Low cost communications
Low latency communications.
Secure communication by laser encryption
Low cost quantum computing
Holographics for HCI

1

Cost performance metrics (rationale: Photonics to meet data centre requirements)
Security
Power constraints
Bandwidth
Distributed processing
Communications/transmission
Massive processing interconnects (rationale: Reduce data volume at source)
How it’s used use case
Making big data available to compute in low power security and reliably. Need to fix I/O
abstraction costs.
Reducing data to actions/knowledge
The analysis itself of big data
Crowd sourcing so everyone sees the benefit
Storage
Capacity to process content
Super computers – super speed electronics → photonics?
elf-learning systems

1
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Real-time processing and delay sensitive. Relaying of actions
Find out what components are needed to do (sense, transmit, process) not import existing
Where computation takes place?
Bottlenecks
Nanotech cost of 2D “traditional” means very risky to use high cost/risk of photonic
integration

Data visualisation
Intelligent data generation (photonic system - imaging)
Movement of data both within a data centre and to remote locations (rationale: Photonics is
key to supporting this in providing necessary bandwidth flexibility. Innovation needed to
address fundamental blockages to energy, cost and capacity scaling of data transfer over
different length scales in sight)
Personalisation of data
Dynamic processing data
Optimise location of storage and transport for processing to function
HCI needs software
Software needs automation, runtime and verification
Big data software needs multi-warehouse scale computing
Can’t store and process on same device
Software development (specialist)
Network and systems management at internet scale needs better data analytics
Dynamic data analysis
Local computation
Warehouse computing needs resilient photonic network (rationale: Key to keeping energy
consumption under control. Because nothing else works without it)
Photonic networks need integrated optics
Data storage and communications
Human aspect → security
Flexible routing
Dynamic generation for flexible routing
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iv. Quantum Technologies
All – optical switching of entangled photons (magnetoplasmonics)
Data encoding using (infinite) Hilbert spaces for ‘infinite’ bandwidth
Sovereign capability
Secure data transmission
Verification of Quantum encryption
Quantum computing using photons
Quantum imaging and sensing (rationale: Quantum metrology optical systems for bridging
quantum-macroscopic metrology gap)
Quantum metrology/standards (rationale: Very important for metrology. Sub-difference
limit)
Software/hardware interfacing for quantum
Software for quantum information processing
Tackling de-coherence in long distance comms
Quantum optoelectronic materials
Quantum algorithm (generic)
Amplification of entangled photons
Quantum communications (transmission of quantum information)
Compact, low power (i.e. efficient) quantum comms equipment for small satellite comms
networks
New devices + new uses=new systems. New software needed to exploit the new hardware
How do we predict future bandwidth, burst usage and packet size?
Quantum key rate and distance
Relation to classical encryption
Cold atom systems (DFB lasers, modulators and SOA for integrated systems
Integrated photonics system for sub-shot noise detection
Secure communication systems: entangle photons from photonic components
Exploitation of Quantum Tech. only possible with system perspective
Quantum navigator: photonics system clock, rotation, gravity
Working in a system approach will open up opportunities for implementation
Quantum computer (photonic)
Quantum photonic sensing system
Integration
Silicon photonics (rationale: Impacts many applications, systems approach to quantum
computing. Only way to scalability)
Replication
Reproducible fabrication
Quantum computing links with data analytics
Controlling entanglement – instrumentation
Quantum cryptography/Quantum key distribution
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TARDIS
Breaking the language barrier
Cryptography
Quantum imaging
Single photo sources and detectors
Lower noise optical amplifiers
Quantum communication (at distance) (rationale: Need to engineer Quantum Tech. into
both computing and comms. Engineers & physicists to engage)
Room temperature operation
Photo lithography
Computing
Implementation
Optical computing
Crypto/secure networks
Quantum comms over real channels end-to-end
Clock/timing distribution
e-spin–optical interactions
Single – photon detection and generation (rationale: building blocks)
Storage (sunlight) and energy generation for smart grid systems
Room temperature operating quantum devices
High temperature superconductors
Interrogation of quantum systems
Transmission of quantum encoded information over fibres
Interconnects and transmission. Replication of comms we have for classical
Imaging opportunity
Biomimetic systems which use quantum effect
Single electron detection
Classical optics us a bridge between quantum and macroscopic
Laser preparation of entangled states
Time and frequency metrology systems with optical clocks (rationale: Time/freq standards
are a key tech in many quantum/classical applications)
Quantum control (surrounding system)
Quantum and optical simulator of molecular systems
Secure communication systems
Components for Quantum Technologies
Translation of electronic design approaches to Quantum Technologies
Security guarantee = in reality time limited. Therefore integrate with classical to optimise
security versus cost = systems optimisation
Existential questions of quantum computing resolved via a systems approach
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v. Internet of Things
Links to autonomous systems
Use a systems approach. New network design! But what part? (rationale: Without photonics
there is (will be) no IoT. Photonics needed to provide the dynamics of an interconnect.
Time to scrap TCP-IP? (rationale: Research should be able to ask the big long term questions
– what comes beyond IP? Photonics is low power and high BW and solves all the IP bit there
ok issues and gives total transparency. Opportunity for new systems; better energy
efficiency)
Everything and everybody fully connects
Storage of data where? How much?
Unpredictable in detail needs to be flexible
Connectivity, scale, distributed, link to big data (rationale: Manufacturing connectivity)
Growth in address space
Distributed management issues
Link to big data - systems approach needed for this
How to manage core connectivity to enable loT
Sensors/actuators
Massively embedded
Location sensing
Energy
Energy scavenging
Clocks sync
Directional comms coverage (rationale: sensors, communications)
Cost
Lifi wifi cellular
Traffic switching
Disposable
Signage
Object discovery
Security
Radio on fibre pico cells
Fashion clothes
Camouflage
Direction adverts screens
Augmented reality
Architectures and networks to support small low data end points
Provide capacity to the cloud linking IOT (rationale: large data volume, mission critical)
How manage lots of small amounts of data (rationale: Managing capacity for different data
volume requirements)
Fibre-based comms aggregation points (subsystems)
Previously second order considerations e.g. power now become first order considerations
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Remote maintenance of laser systems over the web
Power supply
End – to – end from sensor to transmission to processing in the cloud
Real time how latency photonics
Short haul Gb/s low power wireless connectivity
IoT is a system (without systems eng. doesn’t make sense)
Very low power wireless devices (rationale: needs to be very low power and low cost)
Photovoltaics (energy harvesting) (rationale: energy harvesting of general importance/local
generation of power for grid)
Scalable opto devices for low power and small displays, comms
“Greening” end points
Powering devices
Wireless sensor networks
Balance between distributed processing and centralised processing
Optical sensing
Self-monitoring/self-reporting autonomous systems/networks components
Sensor/data fusion
Cabling from multi-sensor terminal e.g. 256*256/60mhz 3D scanner to enable hand held
sensors and required bandwidth
Termination of core network into servers – at computer processor level e.g. not I/O
abstracted. Low power needs to remove I/O interface abstractions
Product vehicles within system
Network sensors (similar or multiple)
Power
Communication
Control of things
End-user (what it is)
Self-sufficient “sensor nodes” in large volumes
Scaling aspects and challenges in IOT networks
Integration with internet at very-high-bandwidth scale
System of systems
Continuous data flow
Photonic network of sufficient scale
Flexible (wireless) connection of “things”
Security
Integrity/fidelity of data across IoT networks
How do we decide what data is useful before you collect it
Installation
Sensors (rationale: new/conventional capability)
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vi. Other Challenges
Behavioural systems: growth, mood, behaviour, productivity
Linking bio systems to ICT using light
Software test beds for integrated photonic – electronic systems
Not always cost-effective to ‘prototype’ systems in hardware. Need a way to calculate tradeoffs in subsystems specifications
Computational imaging e.g. cameras without lenses, or 3D in single camera (e.g. smaller,
better, endoscopes for faster safer cheaper operations
Requires joint optimisation of nanophotonic structures, imaging algorithms, integration into
end user equipment. This requires a systems approach
Ultrafast timescale
Opportunities for unprecedented control of optical fields at high intensities for
manufacturing, security/defence and fundamental science
High power photonics for manufacturing and fundamental science
Information gathering and projection over time/space domain
Sustainable scalable data centres
Grand challenges: sustainable scalable information infrastructures
System approach needed to ensure optimum use of photonics/electronics and control
Integrated photonic systems fabrication – systems/standards/vs. prototyping freedom.
Constraints on available fabrication will impact system specifications
‘Displays’ for Google glass-style interfaces (system aspect → avoiding disorientation by being
aware of what else is in environment. Display specification depends on rest of system →
what data, resolution images, what bandwidth available, what battery life
Full space optical field control (near –far field)
SDN/VFN eco system
Terahertz imaging science → systems approach mimicking photography industry e.g. good
images from noisy sensors
UK spend on THz technologies has concentrated devices. Exploit this by bringing together
with developments in systems (e.g. through TeraNet network)
Health-imaging
Energy transport
Education
Essential to link end sectors
Socio-economic challenges
Space photonics
Remote sensing for e.g. aeronautics/traffic, planetary exploration
Get ‘Grand Challenges’ embedded into schools for A-level choices and promoting STEM so
we have pipeline of future systems engineers
Without intervention strategies pipeline will be weak
Ensuring “power” utility companies are deeply involved to understand their capacity limits
(Power distribution networks design, build, deploy and capacity plan). (rationale: without
engagement of UK power dist. Companies we may not be able to test and deliver at scale to
have proper impact)
Coping with ‘beyond exa-scale’ computing, including massive volumes (user behaviour,
sensor designs), highly distributed routing systems, replicated, mining for meaning and
developing new applications.
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Health monitoring prediction (tricorder). Requires interdisciplinary broad ranging inputs and
contributions on scientific engineering and critical level
Passive Optical Network
Integrated photonics and electronics (rationale: integrated photonics key technology for
design and manufacture in UK. Massive reductions in manufacturing cost. A new industry for
the UK. UK competitiveness will be underpinned by this. Essential for future systems. Key
enabler interfacing photonics electronics. Essential to exploit potential at optical comms.
New manufacturing techniques for low cost and scalable photonics)
Personalised healthcare (rationale: Critical to develop user led diagnostics. Strong UK area
including industry → also reduce healthcare costs essential for NHS)
Sensors for healthcare, biological science and remote sensing (e.g. environmental,
agriculture)
Photonic transmission of energy
Large-scale energy
Lasers for fusion

8
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Lab on a chip – Technology has developed due to advances in interconnect
Metrology and Manufacturing – new manufacturing methods for scalability and cost
reduction
Health monitoring – IoT
Display technology – e.g. transparent displays
Future/smart cities: Internet of Things, Data Analytics, Autonomous systems
Large area electronics
Light-field camera
Could optical solve the bare die test interfacing especially for 3 DIC die
System approval to terminating of fibre cable directly into processor/memory/NV and use
office broadcast
Hotswap connectivity in data centre blade
Low “density” (high value) manufacturing opportunities (rationale: High value smart
manufacturing)
Optical spectroscopy in pharmaceuticals, manufacturing.
High value manufacturing sensing
Fault diagnosis
High value critical components
High speed imaging for inspection
Additive manufacturing w/lasers (sensing and control)
Commercial solutions
Identifying high value opportunities – that is difficult
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Digital Britain: network management, service integration and photonic communications
(rationale: Underpins everything. Continuous data flow. Possibility of creation of
“information” field. Connection of distributed systems without fibres and wires
THz for communication and connection of distributed system (rationale: high bandwidth and
secure THz comms)
Resilience of critical infrastructures and services
Modelling the roles of humans in future internet (including IOT and utilities) design and
operations (rationale: There is a tremendous need for this integrity of future systems
depends on us sorting this fundamental challenge)
Quality Control
Transport: devices, communication, intelligence and urban planning
21st Century rural Britain: communications, transport, healthcare and energy
Complete redesign of global financial markets for long term stability
Security
Creation of “Information” field
New visualization tools (sensing, spectroscopy)
ICT for manufacturing and reconfigurable manufacturing
Healthcare tech. from lab to clinic (rationale: non-invasive diagnostic. Photonics can deliver
non-invasive diagnostics which are lowest cost and higher performing
Optical biopsy in the GP setting
Sensor networks for assisted living
Pre-diagnosis of disease
Micro electric systems: Still largest electronic system. How to expand existing base
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